Brexit Toolkit

Brexit will impact most businesses
along the following 3 broad areas:

1. Increased costs to carry out your business.
2. Potential restricted access, both in terms of carrying out your business and
for some of your employees, due the UK no longer being part of the EU.

3. Economic uncertainty may impact your business as both clients and

suppliers try to adapt to ever changing circumstances; however there are
also opportunities that may arise for your business as a result of Brexit.

The British Irish Chamber of Commerce provides practical supports to its
members on issues arising from Brexit. We can put you in touch with
a great network of experts to further help you Brexit-proof your business.
We’ve put together actions that you can take to best prepare for either
a ‘hard’ Brexit or a ‘softer’ Brexit.
The British Irish Chamber recommends that each �irm reviews these
10 Steps in the context of their own business, and develops a working
plan to navigate Brexit. This should be reviewed as necessary to re�lect
the changing environment that will emerge as negotiations progress.

To join the British Irish Chamber or to �ind out more about what we can
offer your business, email info@britishirishchamber.com or call 01 400 4322.

10 Steps to Preparing Your Business for Brexit

1. List out the threats and opportunities that you can forecast for your

business. This could include challenges to your business model caused by
possible disruption to supply chains, increased costs, your route to market
or client uncertainty. There could also be opportunities to increase your
market share or to source new, cheaper suppliers.

2. Sterling is likely to �luctuate as negotiations progress.

Protect your business as best as you can by either covering forward or
agreeing new pricing with your customer or supplier to avoid leaving
yourself exposed to future currency uncompetitiveness.

3. Ensure the impact on your customers/clients is minimal through strong,

clear and open communication on how your business is preparing for Brexit.
This will provide certainty to clients, provide them with comfort to continue
doing business with your company and might also give you an edge over
competitors who may not be as prepared.

4. Look at your current list of suppliers and consider the potential cost and

access impact to these and understand how your supplier list may need to
change as a result of Brexit. If tariffs are going to be imposed on supplies,
it may be necessary to �ind replacement suppliers from within the EU.

5. Look at ways of providing assurance to staff who may be facing uncertainty

due to Brexit. This could be through understanding how their right to work
may be impacted and through potential residency sponsorship if necessary.

6. After the UK leaves the EU, it might no longer be bound by the same rules

that will remain for EU businesses, including data protection laws. Examine
what impact this might have on your company if the UK decides to move
away from the current rules. Identify your risk exposure and put in place
measures to limit these either by creating local subsidiaries in the UK or
adjusting your suppliers inside/outside the EU.

7. Look at where you source your �inancing. If your provider is based in the

UK, you may need to look for alternative �inancing options.
Depending on the agreed future relationship, remaining with your current
provider could involve increased costs or restrictions on your lender’s
ability to provide �inance.

8. Be aware of potential changes to tax structures arising from Brexit e.g.

withholding tax arrangements, VAT payments, customs payments and
exchange controls. New payment arrangements could be introduced that
may impact on the cash �low and administrative costs for your company
and will need to be factored into your plans accordingly.

9. Identify the opportunities arising from Brexit. Look for potential partnership
options that will enable you to diversify your client and supplier network in
the near term and act now to open discussions to secure these partnerships.

10. Avail of business supports that are on offer. Familiarise yourself with the
Customs Division in the Revenue Of�ice, to understand what potential
procedures you will need to be aware of and join a business organisation
that can best help you prepare for Brexit such as the British Irish Chamber
of Commerce.

Brextionary (Brexit Dictionary)

Hard Brexit: A Brexit where the UK will leave the single market and customs union
with some future trading relationship framework in place.

Softer Brexit: A Brexit where the UK will remain party to either the single market /
customs union or secures a comprehensive free trade agreement with the EU and
addresses the border issue.
Cliff-edge Brexit: A Brexit where the UK will leave the single market and customs
union with no future trading relationship agreed.

Single Market: The economic area of the EU where all barriers to trade have been
removed – tariffs, quotas and taxes. It allows for the free movement of goods, services,
capital and people. All members of the single market comply with the same set of
regulations and standards.

Customs Union: An area where different countries agree to impose the same tariffs to

imports from outside the Union and where customs procedures are abolished for trade
within the Union. Tariffs on imports are only applied at the point of entry into the Union.

Free Trade Area: Not as comprehensive as the Single Market, a Free Trade Area

removes tariffs, taxes and quotas on the trade of particular goods and services as agreed
by the participating parties. There is no agreed set of regulations so goods and services
need to comply with the rules of the country to which they are being sold in.

Tariff / Customs Duty: A tax imposed on imported goods. Tariffs can be calculated either
as a percentage of the value of the good or as a �ixed sum per unit of weight or volume.
WTO: World Trade Organisation - an international trade organisation of over 160

members. The WTO operates a global system of trade rules for nations trading without
their own free trade deals or other trading arrangements.

Free Trade Agreement : An agreement signed between two parties with the aim of
reducing barriers to trade e.g. tariffs.

Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSPs): A trade arrangement between the EU
and developing nations which entitles those countries to pay lower or no duties on the
goods they export to the EU.

Most Favoured Nation (MFN): Schedule of tariffs that applies to trade between WTO
nations that do not have their own separate trade deals (i.e. a bilateral trade deal or
importing from a developing country). WTO rules state that members must apply the
same tariff rates to imports from all other WTO members.

Rules of Origin: Used to determine the country from which a product or good comes.
In EU terms, goods that are being imported from outside the EU must prove that they
either come from, or were largely re-worked in a country with a trade deal with the EU
or else MFN tariffs will be imposed.

